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The temperature 
is rising!

Those of us who are involved in 
temperature measurement on 
a daily basis tend to become a 
bit nerdy. How carefully can we 
measure, how fast can we make 
a sensor react to change, or how 
can we take adequate measure-
ments in a specific environment 
or measurement situation?

The fact that we humans are 
impacting the climate is some-
thing we can certainly agree on. 
The exact extent of our influence 
on the current global tempera-
ture increase then becomes a 
matter for vigorous debate.

We believe we must con-
tinually evaluate our business in 
order to use our finite resources 
as efficiently as possible. It is 
clear that with better measure-
ment accuracy in energy-inten-
sive processes, many of us can 
contribute to using the minimum 
amount of energy necessary. 

I am often struck by the fact 
that we measure temperature 
and other quantities in so many 
different situations, ranging from 
the ocean floor to satellites high 
above the Earth’s surface. This 
contributes greatly to making our 
efforts fun and interesting every 
day we go to work. 

With best wishes for an 
intensive and exciting autumn 
together!

Rikard Larsson
Managing 
Director  

NEW MEASUREMENT SYSTEM FROM PENTRONIC:

IF YOU WANT RELIABLE MEASUREMENT 
FOR DEMANDING ENVIRONMENTS 
– PENTRONIC HAS THE SOLUTION  

CUSTOMERS have been using the core technology for the past 10 
years. It involves digital signal converters, integrated with sensors or 
installed in a cabinet, plus a gateway, which is connected to the PLB® 
digital bus. The innovation is that  Pentronic has now further developed 
the system solution, which now passes  certification in accordance with 
SIL-2 (IEC 61508) and ATEX/IECEx. The solution is called PLB 5000 and 
is yet another addition to the portfolio of digital measurement systems 
designed for the most demanding applications. 

“Digital signal processing all the way from the sensor to the control 
system reduces the sources of error, simplifies uncertainty calculation 

Greater availability and reliability 
plus simpler installation with flexible 
 architecture. 

That’s a summary of the advantages of 
Pentronic’s new PLB 5000 measurement 
system. 

“We can’t find anything close to it on 
the market,” says Managing Director 
 Rikard Larsson.

DIN-rail mounted signal converter.



and increases system performance,” 
says development engineer Erik 
Gullqvist, who has been involved in the 
project from the start. 

But let’s go back in time a bit. 
Why did Pentronic develop its own 
bus when there were already many 
 standard ones on the  market? Erik 
explains:

“Our solution involves a fast update 
rate, many measuring positions and 
long cable lengths of up to 500 metres. 
All this is in the form of cost-effective 
hardware that meets the high safety 
requirements for  potentially explosive 
atmospheres and that is required by 
IEC 61508.”

The system solution is based 
on digital communication for signal 
transmission and the potential to have 
a redundant power supply to the signal 
converters. The system can handle up 
to 120 channels, which is equal to the 
same number of measuring junctions. 
In Ex-classified environments the 
system has up to 48 channels, with 
the signal converters connected to the 
gateway via an isolation barrier. 

In addition, a signal converter 
mounted directly on the sensor can 
handle up to three channels. This 
makes it possible, for instance, to 
connect a sensor with dual measuring 
positions for increased safety, or with 
three for measuring at  different levels. 
The DIN rail-mounted  signal  converters 
have four sensor inputs each. The 
system’s gateway  communicates both 
with the signal converters and with 
superior systems via a standardised 
interface such as PROFIsafe.

The architecture also makes it 
 possible to have different topologies, 
for example in a ring, which enables 
the system to continue functioning 
even in the event of cable breakage. 

The signal converters have dual 

inputs for voltage measurement and 
communication. This enables a  system 
design with cable and gateway redun-
dancy, which thereby further increases 
system availability.

All standardised temperature 
 sensors, such as Pt 100s, Pt 1000s and 
various types of thermocouple, can be 
connected to the system. 

“A big advantage is that the instal-
lation and service becomes far simpler. 
For example, one of our customers 
has over 100 measuring positions in 
a machine. That’s a lot of cabling that 
disappears with this system,” Rikard 
Larsson explains. 

In addition, accuracy is  improved 
when the signal converters and 
 sensors are calibrated as a  system 
on delivery. The performance of 
any individual system depends 
on its measurement environment, 
 temperature range and sensor type; a 
typical measurement uncertainty for 
signal converters and Pt 100  sensors 
is ±0.2 °C. 

With a new gateway the system 
is now complete and offers many 
 possibilities for customisation to 
individual customers’ needs and 
new functions. Everything has been 
developed by Pentronic, which has 
also created an advanced system for 
the automatic testing and  validation 
of the complex products. This 
means  Pentronic can ensure that the 
 customised systems function in a 
real-world environment. 

The PLB 5000 has been devel-
oped and manufactured for demand-
ing measurement environments 
where potentially explosive gases, 
such as highly flammable hydrogen, 
can arise. The sensors are designed 
for Ex Zone 0 and the  intrinsically 
safe signal converters meet the 
demands for Ex Zone 1 with sensor 
inputs for Ex Zone 0. 

The products are developed in 
 accordance with the IEC 61508 
standard. The result is greater 
 availability, more accurate measure-
ments, simpler installation and a 
flexible architecture.

Direct mounted signal converter.

Isolation barrier. Gateway.

The system supports various topologies; here is an example of a typical configuration.



Is it possible to reduce air resistance with the help of  temperature measurement?
That’s what Ralph Löfberg is doing on his airplane with the help of type K thermocouples.

HOW TEMPERATURE CAN 
REDUCE AIR RESISTANCE 

RALPH IS AN AVID PILOT and the 
manager of Västervik Airport. With 
its six-cylinder, horizontally opposed 
engine and experimental certification, 
his two-seater Glasair III plane is the 
aerial equivalent of a sportscar. Its 
top speed is about 200 knots, which 
is 370 kilometres an hour. 

“At that speed the turbulence cre-
ated by false air is far greater than for 
a car,” he says.

In his search for false air he has 
sealed every nook and cranny and 
done even more to increase his top 
speed and save fuel. Because this is 
a kit-built plane, he is considered to 
be the designer and has greater free-
dom to make changes than is usual 
within the aviation industry. As a 
member of the American Experimen-
tal Aircraft Association (EAA), Ralph 
also has access to world-leading 
expertise in the field.

The latest stage of development is 
to alter the air flow over the engine so 
that it passes in a controlled way and 
causes minimal turbulence. For this 

“The aim is to reduce the air resistance by reducing the turbulence,” Ralph Löfberg 
explains. 

Measurement data are collected by the logger located between the seats. 



purpose, the air-cooled engine has been encapsulated 
inside a carefully designed carbon-fibre casing.

However, these measures also risk worsening the 
cooling of the engine. Ralph has therefore mounted six 
thermocouples at various locations inside the engine 
and the space behind it, which houses the battery 
among other things. Through Pentronic, he has had 
quick access to sensors and, even more importantly, the 
expertise needed to measure correctly.

The sensors are connected to a logger. Data are also 
collected from the plane’s regular measurement system 
for the cylinders, exhaust emissions, oil cooling and 
other parameters. All of this is then transmitted to the 
computer for analysis.

The result is that the temperature is not affected in 
flight. The cooling functions just as well as it did before.

“However, the temperature does go up more when 
the plane is on the ground and the propeller has 
stopped rotating. It’s particularly obvious on the two for-
ward cylinders,” says Ralph, who is now testing various 

alterations along with the accompanying temperature 
measurements. 

This article’s introductory question is thereby 
 answered: it is possible to reduce air resistance with the 
help of temperature.

Västervik Airport is becoming a real centre of devel-
opment. On the Swedish Civil Aviation Administration’s 
maps of controlled airspace, the local area is one of 
the biggest white spaces in Europe south of the Dala 
River. That was also the reason why Ralph and other 
pilots chose to move to Västervik. The attraction is free 
airspace up to 3,000 metres. For this reason the Swed-
ish research institute RISE is also operating a project to 
use the airport as a test bed to test and develop drones. 
Electric flight is another possible development area. 
As this article is being written that project is awaiting 
 permission from the Swedish Transport Agency. 
Ralph Löfberg’s project is thus in line with what is being 
planned for the future outside his hangar. Inside the 
doors, development has already begun.

The carbon fibre cladding over the engine directs the air 
flow to reduce the turbulence.

A picture showing how the six thermocouples are located 
inside the engine compartment. 

Doing a test run on the ground to increase the engine temperature.



QUESTION ANSWER
Questions should be of general interest 
and be about temperature measurement 
techniques and/or heat transfer.

EQUATION FOR  CALCULATING 
THE HEAT TRANSFER OF 
 NATURAL CONVECTION
QUESTION: To estimate the measure-
ment error of a surface sensor we 
need to calculate the heat flow from 
a horizontal pipe for hot water. The 
pipe is insulated with mineral wool and 
is situated inside our workshop. In a 
technical article I found the equation 
Nu = 0.43(Gr Pr)0.25 which can be used 
to calculate the heat flow for natural 
convection. In a manual I found the 
same equation but with the coefficient 
0.53 instead of 0.43. Which coefficient 
is correct?                 
    Jan S 
 
ANSWER: This question is very relevant 
and partly has to do with accuracy. 
The following discussion also applies 
to other equations of a similar type 
that are used to calculate heat flows. 
This particular equation can be used to 
calculate the natural convection for a 
very long pipe with a constant surface 
temperature and where the pipe is 
situated in a large space with stagnant 
gas having a constant temperature. 
Natural convection is also called free 
convection.

The equation is based on a combina-
tion of theory and experiment. Starting 
from the basic equations for heat 
transfer and flow, we can show theo-
retically that the dimensionless Nusselt 
number (Nu) for natural convection 
depends on two other dimensionless 
numbers: the Grashof number (Gr) and 
the Prandtl number (Pr). With the help 
of the Nusselt number we can then 
calculate the heat transfer coefficient. 
The dimensionless numbers are explai-
ned in greater detail at the end of this 
article. For many industrially relevant 
geometries such as pipes and plates, 
it has also been found that for rough 
calculations for natural convection, it is 
possible to use equations of the type 

 Nu = C(Gr Pr)n

where C and n are coefficients, which 
depend on factors including the geo-
metry in question and the product of 
two dimensionless numbers (Gr Pr).

For a long horizontal pipe with a 
circular cross-section situated in a 
stagnant gas, we can find in most 
reference works the same value for the 
coefficient n: n = 0.25. In contrast, for 
the coefficient C we find that the value 
depends on which reference work we 
use; 0.41, 0.43, 0.47, 0.53 and 0.57 
are some of the values we can find. 
The stated values apply on the condi-
tion that (Gr Pr) < 109. If you  continue 
 searching the literature you will 
definitely find additional values for the 
coefficient C. In this situation, it is really 
possible to wonder what value for the 
coefficient C is the correct one.

All the above-stated values for C are 
probably correct based on the condi-
tions that applied when the coefficient 
was determined by experimenta-
tion. In addition to the conditions of 
a long horizontal pipe with a circular 
cross-section and a constant surface 
temperature, and situated in a stagnant 
gas having a constant temperature, 
there must also have been additional 
conditions governing the experiments. 
Examples of such other conditions 
might be how the pipe was mounted 
and which method was used to elimi-
nate the effect of radiation when de-
termining the constant C. What these 
other conditions were is almost never 
stated in the reference works. It may 
be possible to discover more informa-
tion if you go to the original reports that 
document the experiments. 

The wide variation of values of the 
coefficient C (in this case 0.41 – 0.57) 
says quite a lot about the accuracy 
you can expect when you calculate 
the heat transfer coefficient using the 
equation in question. You must also 

consider that the conditions governing 
your specific problem seldom match 
those that apply to the equation for 
natural convection that you are using. 
One such condition might be that your 
own pipe is situated close to a wall, 
and another one might be that the 
ambient air temperature is not constant 
and the air is not stagnant. 

In conclusion, you must therefore 
always be aware of the large measure-
ment uncertainty that exists when you 
use different equations to determine 
the convective heat flow.

When calculating the heat transfer 
from the pipe in question, in addition to 
including the convective heat transfer 
you must also include the heat transfer 
via radiation. In the room temperature 
range, heat transfer via radiation is 
often of the same order of magnitude 
as that via natural convection.

Dimensionless numbers for 
a  horizontal pipe situated 
in a stagnant gas with the 
 temperature Tamb

The Nusselt number, Nu = hD/kwhere 
h is the heat transfer coefficient in 
W/(m2K), D the pipe’s outer diameter in 
m and k the gas’s thermal conductivity 
in W/(m K).

The Grashof number, 
Gr = (g b DT D3)/u2, where b = 1/Tamb 
is the gas’s  coefficient of volume 
expansion in 1/K, DT the temperature 
difference between the pipe’s surface 
temperature and the gas temperature 
in K, D the pipe’s external diameter in 
m and u the gas’s kinematic viscosity 
in m2/s.

The Prandtl number, Pr = (ur cp)/k 
where u is the gas’s kinematic  viscosity 
in m2/s, r the gas’s density in kg/m3, 
cp the gas’s specific heat capacity in 
(Ws)/(kg K) and k the gas’s thermal 
conductivity in W/(m K).

The quantities k, u and r depend 
on the temperature and should be 
determined at a temperature that is the 
average of the pipe’s surface tempera-
ture and the gas’s temperature.

If you have questions or 
comments, contact Professor Emeritus 

Dan Loyd, LiU, dan.loyd@liu.se



PRODUCT INFORMATION

NEW SIGNAL CONVERTER IN THE PRODUCT RANGE
Pentronic’s product range now includes a new rail-mounted 
signal converter for  installation on a rail inside a switch 
 cabinet, the PR 6437 from PR Electronics. It is a complement 
to the popular HART signal converter for terminal heads, the 
PR 5437.   

The new unit has dual inputs and dual outputs, which means it can be used as 
a 2-channel unit to save space inside the switch cabinet. 

Thanks to the dual inputs, which can serve as a redundancy function, you 
also have the possibility of achieving SIL 3.

As always with PR’s HART signal converters, there is a universal input which 
can measure both Pt100s and thermocouples, and which has good input 
isolation for disturbance-free measurement. The measurement accuracy and 
speed are the same as on the previous model, that is, ±0.04 °C and 0.07 sec. 
The PR 6437 can be mounted and function in ambient temperatures down to 
-50 °C and up to 85 °C.

How do you know that your clinical 
 thermometer is correct?

In this article we present an updated 
product solution for the calibration of 
 clinical thermometers and thermal  imagers. 
The model is called the BlackBody 
989 and is produced by our busi-
ness partner, Isotech in the UK.

There has been great demand and the 
previous model, the 988, has been widely 
used during the current pandemic. Now 
Isotech has listened to its customers and 
made a new model that is smaller, easier 
to place, and has a wider temperature 
range and computer interface.

The unit is what is known as a black 

THE RIGHT TEMPERATURE 
WITH THE BLACKBODY 989

body and has a  temperature range from 20 to 50 °C, with 
a resolution of 0.01 °C. The unit is 70 mm in  diameter 
and has an emission factor of 0.97, which is the 
same as  human skin. The black body can be com-
plemented with a tube to improve the measurement if 
desired. These are available in the lengths 40 mm and 
210 mm. The shorter one is designed for hand-held 
 clinical  thermometers and the longer one is for thermal 
 imagers. The stated accuracy is ±0.2 degrees.

With the help of this unit, it has been possible to sig-
nificantly improve  measurement accuracy 
with use all around the world. One use, for 
example, is for thermal imagers that have 
been placed out to monitor the tempera-
ture of people walking by at train stations 
and airports. The unit is also highly suitable 
to use to check the function, accuracy and 
performance of hand-held thermometers.

To sum up, this is an  accurate, handy 
and  portable unit that can easily be  carried 
and used in  different places to ensure 
 reliable  temperature measurement.

STRAIGHT FROM THE LAB

Accred. no. 0076
Calibration

ISO/IEC 17025

DEMAND FOR FIELD CALIBRATIONS 
INCREASES AGAIN 
Due to the prevailing pandemic, opportunities to 
 perform field calibrations were limited in the spring. Af-
ter consulting with our customers we therefore chose to 
postpone the work until later. Now that the restrictions 
have gradually been eased, the requests have begun to 
come in again. Many customers need to have their cali-
brations performed in situ in order to ensure the quality 
of their processes.

We would therefore like to remind our customers to 
send us your requests for field calibration in good time, 

so that we can schedule and perform the desired work.
With regard to the possible spread of infection, we 

of course continue to be careful not to risk the health 
of our own or our customers’ employees. We therefore 
perform a risk analysis together with the customer prior 
to each individual assignment. 

Do you have questions about field calibrations or 
would you like to make a booking? Contact us and we 
will help you! akl@pentronic.se
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Pentronic’s longstanding 
employee Hans Wenegård has 
passed away just before his 
71st birthday. 

He was known among the 
company’s customers as a 
course instructor and problem 
solver with a deep knowledge 
of temperature but he also 
made many other contribu-
tions to the company’s own 
development.
 
Hans grew up in Linköping and 
studied to be a civil engineer at the 
city’s Institute of Technology, part of 
Linköping University, and became 
one of the first graduates in tech-
nical physics and electrotechnol-
ogy. He continued to stay in touch 
with the educational institution and 
came into contact with Professor 
Dan Loyd, which has contributed to 
 Pentronic’s lengthy cooperation with 
the  university. 

“Through his work Hans 
 demonstrated that Pentronic 
is one of the few measurement 
 technology  companies that also 
offers  knowledge and expertise 
about  temperature and temperature 
 measurement,” Dan says.

As an example he cites the techni-
cal articles which Hans published 
for a number of years in Pentronic 
News and its Swedish forerunner, 
 StopExtra, which Dan Loyd consid-
ers to be part of Swedish measure-
ment technology history.

After graduating, Hans began 
working with measurement technolo-
gy at Saab’s aeronautics division and 

A PASSION FOR TEMPERATURE ACCOMPANIED 
HANS WENEGÅRD THROUGHOUT HIS LIFE

moved to Pentronic in March 1979. 
He remained with the company until 
he retired in November 2016. For 
him, temperature and measurement 
technology were more than a job, 
they were a passion that led Pen-
tronic to start offering training cours-
es and its own customer magazine. 
At heart he was a teacher and loved 
to train other people and learn from 
customers’ own practices.

“With his theoretical knowledge 
Hans was important to the develop-
ment of courses, the customer mag-
azine and the website,”  comments 
Pentronic’s former  Managing 

 Director Lars Persson. 
Hans’s colleagues also point out 

that he was the driving force behind 
the introduction of ISO 9001 and 
made valuable contributions to the 
company’s sales efforts. Among 
other things, he gave lectures in 
China on several occasions, which 
led to business relationships that 
still continue today. He did, however, 
abandon his attempts to eat with 
chopsticks.

“Our first export deal with 
China was agreed at a restaurant 
in Stockholm. The delivery was 
paid for in dollars in cash, which 
created some difficulties for our 
 finance  department,” remembers his 
 colleague Per Bäckström, who was 
present both at the restaurant and 
during the  business trips. 

Arabella Childs has worked as 
a translator for Pentronic for many 
years. She remembers Hans as an 
old-style gentleman with an enquir-
ing and knowledgeable mind who 
took great care to ensure that the 
readers would understand and enjoy 
the English edition of Pentronic 
News.

“I had almost no experience of 
technical translation but Hans was 
an excellent teacher and I learned a 
lot from him,” she says.

Hans Wenegård’s  contributions 
to Pentronic live on through the 
company’s continued training 
 programmes, Pentronic News, which 
he founded, and the educational 
material, which in a developed form 
is still used today. 

Hans Wenegård was at heart a teacher 
and conveyed his knowledge about 
temperature through courses, this 
newsletter, and in his contacts with 
customers.


